Telephones I analogue

tiptel 1010

Highlights
tiptel 1010
Remote programming

Analogue system telephone with remote
programming

and cloning function
Clearly visible LED as
Message Waiting

While installing several analogue telephones which support standard functions used in hotels or nursing homes the programming
effort for every single telephone was enormous. Reception, wakeup call, room service, request for help etc. always had to be
programmed to the same function keys of every single telephone.

Indicator (MWI)
Hands-free (half-duplex),
open listening
Hearing aid compatible
(integrated magnetic
field generator)

But, this is a thing of the past! With the tiptel 1010 you only need
to programme one telephone which will then be defined as
“master”. Than every further connected telephone receives it’s
programming via a phone call. Now, the master telephone has been
cloned. And the telephones are ready to use!

Connection possibility
for a corded headset
16 different ring tones
Line fed (no external
power supply or
batteries needed)

Also the programming lock against accidental changes will be
directly cloned. Furthermore it is possible to equip the big labelling
area with individually designed or already printed paper inlays.

Adjustable tilting angel
Wall-mountable

This development safes a lot of time and costs. What an advantage
when installing big telephone systems.
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tiptel 1010
Analogue system telephone with remote
programming

Telephone functions
Hands-free (half-duplex), open listening, signalled
by the integrated LED
Adjustable loudspeaker and ringing volume
Mute key with LED
Dialling preparation
16 different ring tones
10 one touch memory keys with caller ID
(one touch memory key flashes with incoming
call from programmed number)
Clearly visible LED as Message Waiting Indicator
(MWI)
Headset jack
Suitable for PBXs
Hearing aid compatible (integrated magnetic field
generator)
Adjustable tilting angel in three steps
Stand is useable as wall holder

Technical specifications
Dual-CLIP: FSK/DTMF
Dial mode: touch tone (DTMF)
Flash key, switchable (100ms/240ms)
Message Waiting Indicator*: FSK, polarity reversal,
increased voltage, special call signal
Line feed (no external power supply or batteries
needed)
For analogue connection according to ETSI
ES 203021
Additional information for system
installers
Lock setting (special function for hotels)
Security code
Special CLIP settings for telephone systems
Health care application (automatic pick-up)*
Duplication of telephone settings (device cloning)
* This service has to be supported or activated by the
network provider or telephone system
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